
Wordpress.org and Blogger Identity 
 

A few last days, wordpress.org becomes one of discussion focus many party, 

especially moslem circle in Indonesia. Especially about prophet cartoon in a blog is shading 

under wordpress.org, where five millions approximant blog has applied wordpress.org, as 

information system provider (http://wordpressorg/about). 

The cartoon generates hard reaction from moslem in Indonesia. They are an asking 

that wordpress.org at moment's must closes the blog, or at least doesn't overspread (again) 

matter touching the heart of the moslem in world. There even exist some asking for party 

that wordpress.org to inform identity owner of blog. Concerning this (gives identity bloger), 

how far the obligation of wordpress.org opens this "secret"? 

 

I. Press Law 

In Indonesia law system, especially as according to LAW Number 40 The year 199 

(Press Law), wordpress.org (http://wordpress.org) be institution of pers executing activity of 

journalistic covers looks for, obtains, has, saving /storage, process, and submits good 

information in the form of article, voice, picture, voice and picture, and data and graph and 

also in the form of other by using print media, electronic media, and all available channel 

types. 

At Article 16 this Law, expressed that circulation of foreign press and establishment 

of representative of foreign press company in Indonesia is adapted for law and regulation 

rule applied. Mean, as institution of press that is also circulates in Indonesia, wordpress.org 

is obliged to punish it for subjugated to rule of Indonesia law. 

In Press Law Section 5 article 1, expressed that press institute obliged to report on 

event and opinion by respecting religion norms and ethics taste of public and prejudice 

ground. This rule must be held by wordpress.org. What if otherwise? By Article 18 article 

section 2, expressed that collision to this rule punished with fine penal maximum Rp. 

500.000.000,00 (Five hundreds million rupiah). 

In press Law, arranged also about rejected rights, where journalist (man who is 

collecting news), entitled to refuse to lay open name and or other identity from source of 

news which must be concealed it. In Explanation Article 4 section 4 expressed that the main 

of rejected rights is that journalist can protect source of information, by the way of refusing 

mentions information source identity. Its can be apply if journalist is asked by investigator 

functionary and / or asked to to become eyewitness in justice. Annihilable rejected rights for 

the benefit and safety of state or public order that expressed by justice. 

So based on legal system in Indonesia, wordpress.org, basically under no obligation 
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informs data / blogger identity (prophet cartoon), but if justice expressed to cancel rejected 

rights, on the basis of importance of national public order and importance, hence as law 

subject, wordpress.org must cancel the rejected rights. Equally, wordpress.org is obliged to 

give data and information in around blogger identity. 

 

II. Information Law and Transaction of Electronic ( Law ITE) 

Besides referring to Press Law, in Electronic Transaction and Information Law (ETI’s 

Law), wordpress.org is information system organizer subject. This Law gives clear definition 

about information system, which consist of with refer to functioning peripheral and electronic 

procedure draws up, collects, process, analyses, saving / storages, presents, announces, 

sends, and/or propagates Electronic information. 

Further, as according to ETI,s Law, also gives description that is clear about 

information of electronic, which is one or a group of electronic data, including but unlimited 

at article, voice, picture, map, planning, photograph, electronic data interchange (EDI), 

electronic mail, telegram, telex, telecopy or its conspecific, letter, sign, number, Access code, 

symbol, or perforation which diolah has having meaning or perceivable by man capable to 

comprehend it. 

At Article 2 ETI’s Law, expressed that this invitors (ETI’s Law) valids for each and 

everyone who is doing deed of law as arranged in this invitors, good residing in territory of 

jurisdiction of Indonesia and also outside territory of jurisdiction of Indonesia, what has legal 

consequences in territory of jurisdiction of Indonesia and/or outside territory of jurisdiction of 

Indonesia and harms Indonesia importance. 

As information system organizer, wordpress.org must subjugated to this rule. 

Including " naughty" Blogger  must justify the real deed harms Indonesia importance. 

Article 28 Section 2 Each and everyone designedly and ex-right propagates 

information addressed to generate individual dislike taste or hostility and/or group of certain 

public by virtue of tribe, religion, race, and inter communities (SARA). Of course (hopefully) 

wordpress.org is not intending party propagates information to happened hostility, or at 

least not as perpetrator (Pleger) or maker (dader). But, because blog shade under 

wordpress.org, hence position of wordpress.org potency becomes having a share 

(medeplager) for the electronic system crime. 

What if this rule (Article 28 section 2) impinged? Article 45 section 2 is the answer 

where collision to this rule punished with imprisonment at longest 6 (six) years and/or 

maximum fine Rp1.000.000.000,00 (one billion rupiah). Of course, this is crime for 

perpetrator ( Pleger). What sanction for the things having a share (medepleger)? In section 

55 Criminal Law as criminal law system in Indonesia has arranged that who haves a share 



does crime, punished as crime perpetrator, or same for sanction with perpetrator (pleger). 

What to be protected from the law risk? Some things following need to be considered 

by wordpress.org management; 

1. The content about cartoon at blog must be deleted, and not necessarily propagate 

information, or and others as referred to at ETI’s Law. 

2. Co-operative to Indonesia law government officer to give information assumed needs 

related to the content which generates hard reaction of moslem believer. 

3. According to humanism principle, please submit empathy taste (including also 

apologizes) to moslem believer, especially in Indonesia that wordpress.org doesn't 

mean impinges rule of Article 28 ETI’s Law, and other rule the equivalent, and doesn't 

mean despises moslem believer in world. 

4. For a period of which will come, that more selectively to blogger, in expection of the 

blogging activity not illegal applied and religion norm. 

 

 

That way, hopefully useful. 

 

 

Wassalam, 

 

 

Imron Munfaat 


